
JPK assassination appeals- good faith search; due diligence - role of the Laboratory 

I have already called tp your attention what appears to be the memory-holing of 

relevant records in a special 80 "Laboratory Research" file and have appealed the 

of all such records, not one of which has been provided in response to any request or - 

in the course of any of my numerous information suits* 

When the FBI knows that relevant records are in the 80 and mi^files it is 

obvious that there has not been a good-faith search* 

The attached record from 62-109060 according to the notation I made when 1 first saw 

this record the end of 4/79 (and it may have been 109090, from the subject matter, 

although 1 think not) hae no Serial Number and is not marked as Not Recounted* It 

relates to the mandatory 1975 review of withheld Warren Commission records* 

The Laboratory is not known to have used any secret processes in any of its work, 

what it did for the Commission, what it did not provide to the Commission or what it 

did in response to specific requests from the Commission* There therefore would appear to 

be no need for any record oiBglnating from the Laboratory to have been withheld in the 

Commission's records at the Archives* 

However, when this OLC memo reached|the FBI Director Kelley noted "Lab is handling?" 

Unlike those who immediately proceeded him after the death of Director Hoover Mr* 

Kelley was an old FBI pro who had retired as an SAC. He knew the FBI business* His ««iHng 

this question cannot be dismissed as the fumbling of an outsider* 

Combined with the implications of the 80 file and my prior knowledge of the Lab 

its affidavits and testimony that the Director would indicate this added lab role 

to the belief that compliance is impossible without a diligent qearch of all the nooks 

and cwannios of the lab and any special records and/or indices not in Central Files* No 

such search has been indicated, none has been attested to in any proceeding, and I again 

remind you that all my requests are by subject, not by file number* 


